[Measurement of rotational and vibrational temperatures in arc plasma based on the first negative system of N2+ (B(2) sigma --> X(2) sigma)].
The molecular emission spectra lines of the first negative system N2+ (B(2) sigma--> X(2) sigma ) are frequently observed in the plasma source containing nitrogen. (0-0) and (1--1) N2+ first negative system molecular bands around 391. 4 nm can be used to the measure the rotational and vibrational temperatures in a DC argon-nitrogen plasma at atmospheric pressure. The proposed method based on the comparison between this experimental emission spectrum and the computer simulated one is presented. The effect of the apparatus function, vibrational temperature and rotational temperatures on the line structure of numerical simulated spectrum is discussed. The results show that the electron temperature, rotational temperature, vibrational temperature and kinetic temperature of plasma arc are almost the same, which can be interpreted as that DC argon-nitrogen arc plasma at atmospheric pressure is in LTE under their experimental conditions.